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Asteroids or comets striking a planetary surface at very shallow
angles produce elliptical-shaped craters. According to laboratory
impact experiments (D. E. Gault and J. A. Wedekind 1978, Proc.
Lunar Planet. Sci. Conf. 9th, 3843–3875), elliptical craters result
from impact angles within ∼5◦ of horizontal and less than 1% of
projectiles with isotropic impact trajectories create elliptical craters.
This result disagrees with survey results which suggest that approx-
imately 5% of all kilometer-sized craters formed on Mars, Venus,
and the Moon have elliptical shapes.

To explain this discrepancy, we examined the threshold incidence
angle necessary to produce elliptical craters in laboratory impact
experiments. Recent experiments show that aluminum targets pro-
duce elongated craters at much steeper impact angles than sand
targets. This suggests that target properties are as important as
the projectile’s impact angle in determining the eventual ellipticity
of the crater. Creating a model which interpolates between impact
data produced using sand and aluminum targets, we derive a new
elliptical crater threshold angle of 12◦ from horizontal for Mars,
Venus, and the Moon. This leads to a predicted proportion of ellip-
tical craters that matches observations within uncertainty given a
random projectile population. We conclude that the observed pro-
portion of elliptical craters on these bodies is a natural by-product
of projectiles striking at random angles, and that no additional for-
mation mechanisms are needed. c© 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: impact processes; Mars, surface; Moon, surface; Venus,
surface.
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Asteroids or comets striking planetary surfaces generally p
duce circular impact craters, even when those objects hit a
gles substantially off vertical (Melosh 1989). Elliptical impa
craters are produced when impact angles are low relative to
horizontal. These results have been verified by laboratory ex
iments consisting of small aluminum and pyrex spheres sh
several km/s into sand or aluminum targets (Gault and Wede
1978, hereafter GW78; Christiansenet al.1993, hereafter C93
Burchell and Mackay 1998). GW78 found that projectiles sho
angles 4.75◦ from the horizontal or lower into sand targets pr
duce craters which are at least 1.1 times as long as they are
We refer to these values as a crater’s “ellipticity” (ε), defined as
the quotient of its maximum and minimum rim-to-rim diam
ters. Incidence angles>4.75◦ produce less elongated crate
with the transition between circular and elongated craters
curring somewhere near 10◦.

C93 found that projectiles shot into aluminum at angles<25◦

from the horizontal produce elliptical craters. This higher thre
old angle suggests that target (and projectile) material pro
ties can affect crater ellipticity, often in complex ways (Burch
and Mackey 1998). Since sand is considered a better anal
terrestrial planet surfaces than metal for understanding gra
controlled excavation from an impact site (e.g., Melosh 198
GW78’s results alone have been used to understand ellip
8
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ELLIPTICAL CRATERS ON M

FIG. 1. Martian crater formed by oblique impact. The crater is locate
25◦ latitude, 97.5◦ longitude. It is 35× 18 km in diameter, giving it an ellipticity
ε= 1.9. Note the crater’s central ridge and well defined butterfly-wing eje
pattern above the crater. The part of the ejecta blanket below the crater ha
covered by a volcano and a lava channel. This crater is SL82, No. 37.

crater formation. Thus, the accepted threshold angle for ell
cal crater formation (ε≥ 1.1) has been<4.75◦. An example of
such a crater can be found in Fig. 1; comparable elliptical cra
have been observed on all of the terrestrial planets.

The crater in Fig. 1 also has an ejecta blanket shaped li
“butterfly-wing.” GW78’s laboratory experiments suggest the
ejecta blankets are produced at impact angles<10◦, with the
wings perpendicular to the symmetry axis lying along the
pact trajectory. Since this threshold angle is higher than the
gle needed for forming an elliptical crater, some nearly circu
craters will have butterfly-wing ejecta blankets as well.

Survey results show that elliptical craters on Mars are m
more likely to have butterfly-wing ejecta patterns than ellip
cal craters on the Moon and Mercury. On the Moon, the cr
Messier (14× 6 km) is the only elliptical crater its size or larg
with a distinctive butterfly-shaped ejecta blanket (Schultz
Lutz-Garihan 1982) on the lunar maria. The preponderanc
butterfly ejecta patterns on Mars is difficult to interpret. One p
sibility is that Mars had more low-angle impactors striking
surface than other planets. Another possibility is that the mar
surface or atmosphere has some property which helps pro
(or preserve) butterfly-shaped ejecta blankets.

To better understand this issue, Schultz and Lutz-Gar
(1982, hereafter SL82) examined martian craters larger
5 km for high ellipticity values, butterfly-wing ejecta pattern
and other signs of oblique impactors. They found several ma
surfaces with high fractions of elliptical craters: Lunae Plan
(5± 0.4%), Syrtis Major Planitia (3± 0.5%), and the cratere
plains near Uranius Tholus (8± 0.4%). Overall, SL82 estimate

that ∼5% of Mars’s large craters had substantial elongat
and/or butterfly-shaped ejecta blankets.
RS, VENUS, AND THE MOON 109
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SL82 noted this outcome is hard to reconcile with GW78
threshold angle for elliptical crater formation (≤4.75◦ to get
ε≥ 1.1). Since the probability of randomly flying particles im
pacting a planet at≤θ (an angle measured from the horizontal)
sin2θ (Shoemaker 1962), the fraction of projectiles striking Ma
atθ ≤4.75◦ should only be 0.7%. Thus, the observed fraction
martian elliptical craters (∼5%) is much larger than predicted.

There are several possible ways of explaining this appar
excess. (i) There are fewer elliptical craters on Mars than s
gested by SL82. (ii) The laboratory experiments used to de
mine the threshold angle needed to produce elliptical craters
not applicable to kilometer-sized projectiles. (iii) The excess
real and the impact population had anisotropic impact ang
SL82 suggested that if (iii) were correct, the elongated cra
population on Mars might have been enhanced by an anc
population of moonlets which spiraled inward under the infl
ence of tidal forces and atmospheric drag to strike the plane
shallow angles.

In this paper, we will examine each of these potential so
tions. For (i), we reexamined the portion of the SL82’s elliptic
crater set found within∼48◦ of the equator and compared it t
an independent survey (Barlow 1988) and to two new crater s
veys performed on the Moon and Venus. (Section 2). For (ii),
used results of laboratory impact experiments to reformulate
threshold impact angle for producing markedly elliptical crate
(Section 3). For (iii), we numerically modeled SL82’s “spiralin
moonlet” scenario, since it provides the best alternative exp
nation for an excess of elliptical martian craters (Section
Finally, we summarize our conclusions (Section 5).

2. THE ELLIPTICAL CRATER POPULATION ON MARS,
VENUS, AND THE MOON

Here we examine the fractions of elliptical craters on se
eral terrestrial planets. Similar fractions would imply that im
pactor populations probably had isotropic impact angles and
elliptical crater formation processes are similar across the
restrial planets. The abundance of butterfly-shaped ejecta b
kets on Mars might then be explained as some interaction
tween Mars’s surface or atmosphere during crater formati
Dissimilar fractions of elliptical craters would imply that im
pact angles were anisotropic for some impacting populations
that crater formation processes are a stronger function of p
etary surface properties than previously believed. Either r
son would provide a natural explanation for why Mars has
large fraction of butterfly-wing ejecta blankets surrounding
craters.

2.1. Reexamining Mars’s Elongated Crater Population

In order to check the elliptical crater survey of SL82, w
reexamined their listed craters using the criteria listed in th
iontext. Specifically, they sought craters with characteristics sim-
ilar to those formed in oblique angle laboratory impacts (≤5◦;
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ε≥ 1.1) or observed in the lunar crater Messier. Diagnos
features included crater ellipticity and some combination
the following features: butterfly-wing ejecta blankets, sadd
shaped rims, and median floor ridges. We refer to these c
types here as “elliptical-plus” craters. Elliptical craters hav
less than two of these features were supposed to be excl
from SL82’s survey. To eliminate potential secondary crate
SL82 excluded craters smaller than 3 km near recent major
pacts and those with characteristic herringbone patterns. D
blet, multiple, or irregular craters in the same region wh
lacked the butterfly ejecta pattern were also excluded.

Overall, SL82 identified 176 elliptical-plus craters with m
nor axis diameters larger than 3 km between latitudes±65◦.
Most were found lying between±50◦, far from polar regions
where erosion rates can more readily erase ejecta blanket
other features. The locations of these craters were prese
in SL82’s Appendix A. A reinvestigation of these craters f
this paper, however, indicates that several craters were plac
the wrong category. For example, several circular craters w
butterfly-wing ejecta blankets were listed in Appendix A. A
cording to SL82’s selection criteria, these craters should h
been excluded.

As a consistency check, we examined an independent c
survey. Barlow (1988, hereafter B88) has surveyed the mar
crater population and recorded crater ellipticity. She identifi
212 craters larger than 2 km withε≥ 1.2 between latitudes±75◦.
Most of these craters are larger than SL82’s 3-km cutoff dia
eter. (Note: To be conservative, we choseε≥ 1.2 as our cut-
off rather than SL82’sε≥ 1.1, since many of B88’s craters ar
eroded enough that they lack the diagnostic features of SL
elliptical-plus craters).

To examine the craters, we used the on-line Mars Multi-Sc
Map website (C. J. Hamilton, pers. commun. 1998), which c
tains Viking images between latitudes of±47.5◦. This area in-
cluded about 90% of SL82’s listed craters, acceptable for
purposes. Craters from either survey that were outside this
gion were excluded from this study. We found only 42 crat
that were common to both SL82 and B88. These craters
erally had large ellipticities and sharp features. Identifying
remaining craters was difficult and subjective since many w
degraded or only marginally elongated.

We consider it plausible that some of SL82’s 176 and B8
212 elliptical craters were produced by postimpact modificat
effects. Potential mechanisms include: crater wall collapse,
sion, and faulting. To filter out such effects, and to account
possibly misclassified craters, we grouped SL82 and B88 cra
into four subjective categories: “Likely,” “Possible,” “Unlikely,
and “Omitted”:

Likely. These craters haveε≥ 1.1 for SL82 craters orε≥ 1.2
for B88 craters with (a) little to no apparent erosion, (b) pos
ble central ridge, and (c) butterfly ejecta blanket. Character
(c) is not seen in every crater in this category. Figure 2 is an

ample (SL82 crater No. 107). Note its elliptical shape, the cl
central ridge, and its ejecta “wings.”
ET AL.
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FIG. 2. “Likely” oblique impact crater located at−18◦ latitude, 72◦ longi-
tude. Its dimensions are 18× 15 km, yieldingε= 1.1.Note the strong butterfly-
wing ejecta blanket just like that seen in Fig. 1. This crater is SL82, No. 107

Possible. These craters haveε≥ 1.1 for SL82 craters or
ε≥ 1.2 for B88 craters, with minor to medium levels of ero
sion, faulting, or crater wall collapse. We classified Fig. 3 (B
crater No. 107) as a possible oblique impact. Though the fea
is elongated, it has undergone significant alteration, which m
or may not have affected its ellipticity.

FIG. 3. “Possible” oblique impact crater located at−12◦ latitude, 48◦
longitude. Its dimensions are 17× 13 km, yieldingε= 1.4. Since part of the
earcrater is truncated by the canyon, we do not classify it as Likely. This crater is
B88, No. 107.
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ELLIPTICAL CRATERS ON M

FIG. 4. “Unlikely” oblique impact crater located at−31◦ latitude, 272.5◦
longitude. Its dimensions are 13× 5 km, yieldingε= 2.6. This feature is not
an elliptical crater at all, but instead a doublet crater produced by two aste
impacting Mars simultaneously. Note the shared crater wall. If the two cra
had formed at different times, one crater’s morphology would distinctly ove
the other. This crater is SL82, No. 163.

Unlikely. These craters haveε <1.1 for SL82 craters or
ε <1.2 for B88 craters, with (a) high levels of suspected eros
(b) another suspected formation mechanism (i.e., doublet cra
faulting), or (c) poor image quality. Erosion was the typical r
son that craters were placed in this group. Fig. 4 (SL82 cr
no. 163) is clearly not an elliptical crater. We interpret it to b
doublet crater formed by the impact of a binary asteroid (Bo
and Melosh 1996a,b). Comparable doublets have been f
on all other terrestrial planets. We cannot rule out the poss
ity, however, that this doublet is attributable to an oblique imp
with downrange decapitation of the impactor (Schultz and G
1990a).

Omitted. Craters were omitted when (a) their minimum d
ameter was smaller than 5 km; crater counts may only be c
plete to 5 km diameter (B88), (b) we were unable to find th
at the referenced location, (c) they fell outside our latitude l
itations, or (d) they were indistinguishable from surround
circular craters in the field (i.e., the image in the Mars Mu
Scale Map was taken from an oblique angle, such that all o
craters in the field look elliptical). The last effect occurred m
often at high latitudes.

The results of our survey and reanalysis is as follows. Ou
a set of 346 craters (no overlaps), 102 were Likely, 121 w
Possible, 28 were Unlikely, and 95 craters were Omitted
Appendix A). Thus, 223 craters could be classified as Likely
Possible. Figure 5 shows the ellipticity of these craters plo
against their minimum diameter.

Calculating the global fraction of martian elliptical craters
impossible without first compensating for observational se
tion effects. Circular and elliptical craters have formed throu

out martian history, but volcanism, tectonics, impacts, a
erosion work to eliminate these features and to distort initia
RS, VENUS, AND THE MOON 111
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circular craters. This creates a dichotomy of hard-to-interp
cratered surfaces, with surveys biased toward detecting la
old craters (which are too big to erase) and fresh young cra
(which have not yet had time to be erased). For example,
dataset produced by B88 suggests that there are∼31,000 craters
with diameters≥5 km between latitudes±47.5, but that many
of them are highly degraded. Thus, while B88’s survey is co
plete, it cannot include the number of craters which have be
obliterated over time.

To overcome these obstacles, SL82 counted diameterD>
5 km craters on several ridged plains units (e.g., Lunae Plan
Syrtis Major Planitia) which are young and fresh. They then a
plied the derived fraction of elliptical-plus craters found there
the rest of Mars. SL82 found that Lunae Planum a
Syrtis Major Planitia have 5± 0.4% and 3± 0.5% elliptical-plus
craters, respectively. Unfortunately, no absolute crater cou
in these regions were given, so we are unable to explic
duplicate their work without an extensive survey of our ow
We can, however, use our results to verify SL82’s accura
B88’s database indicates that the number ofD> 5 km craters on
Lunae Planum is 128, while the number on Syrtis Maj
Planitia is 207. Using our elliptical crater database (Append
A), we find five Likely or Possible elliptical craters in each re
gion. Since the total number of elliptical craters in each regi
did not change from SL82’s estimates, we believe we would re
erive SL82’s estimated proportion of martian elliptical crate
(∼5%) if we had their crater counts and the exact sizes of
regions they surveyed. Using B88’sD> 5 km data alone, we es-
timate that Lunae Planum and Syrtis Major Planitia have 3.9 a

FIG. 5. Minimum crater diameter (km) plotted against ellipticityε (ratio

nd
lly
of maximum-to-minimum crater diameter) for 102 Likely craters (circles) and
121 Possible craters (triangles).
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2.4% elliptical craters, respectively, in general agreement w
SL82’s results.

2.2. Survey of Elliptical Craters on the Lunar Mare

As far as we can know, elliptical (rather than elliptical plu
craters have not been surveyed on any terrestrial planet be
Mars. SL82 only describe a search for elliptical-plus crate
Unfortunately, without additional data, it is impossible to d
termine whether Mars’s fraction of elliptical craters is typic
or anomalous. To resolve this issue, we surveyed the spa
cratered Lunar maria for elliptical craters using the select
criteria discussed above.

On the Maria, impact craters larger than a few kilometers te
to be distinct and relatively unmodified by other impact crate
We limited our survey toε≥ 1.2 craters several kilometers i
diameter or larger, mainly to avoid biasing our sample with s
ondaries. Craters in obvious rays, in nearby but nonmare ter
and those which had been deformed by subsequent impac
basaltic flooding were excluded.

Regions investigated included Mare Tranquillitatis, Ma
Nectaris, Mare Vaporum, Mare Nubium, the east half of Ma
Serenitatis, the west half of Mare Humorum, and parts
Oceanus Procellarum. For the last region, areas in the im
diate vicinity of craters Copernicus and Kepler were exclud
More precisely, we studied Lunar Orbiter IV images 53, 5
60, 61, 66, 72, 73, 77, 78, 85, 86, 90, 97, 113, 114, 120, 1
126, 133, 138, 144, 149, 150, 156, 157, 162, and 169. Cr
lengths and widths were measured using the NIH Image softw
package.

A total of 932 craters were measured, with the smallest be
2.3 km and the largest being 89 km (see Fig. 6). The surface
pristine enough that few craters were placed into the Unlik
category. Our results showed that 50 of the 932 craters (5.
were elliptical. This fraction does not change significantly w
size; the subset of craters larger than 20 km in diameter has n
the same percentage of elliptical craters. This indicates that
results have not been contaminated significantly by seconda
The maximum ellipticity found among the 932 craters is 2.2
We found no butterfly-shaped ejecta blankets among our sam

We conclude that even though the Moon is deficient in butte
shaped ejecta blankets relative to Mars, it has about the s
fraction of elliptical craters as observed on Mars.

2.3. Survey of Elliptical Craters on Venus

We have also performed a preliminary survey of venus
elliptical craters. Venus’s crater record is more difficult to i
terpret, since Venus’s dense atmosphere causes some p
tiles (especially small ones) to break up prior to impact. Fact
such as the projectile’s size, trajectory, velocity, compositi
and internal structure determine whether the body can stay
gether long enough to form a “standard” crater or whether it d

rupts and disperses, producing an irregular crater, a crater fi
or no crater at all. Thus, we expected to see fewer big el
ET AL.
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FIG. 6. Minimum crater diameter (km) plotted against ellipticity for 93
craters on the Lunar Maria. The smallest crater on the plot is 2.3 km. Note
to avoid observational selection effects, only the craters with ellipticitiesε≥ 1.2
(dotted line) are considered elliptical.

gated craters than small ones, since big asteroids and co
are the least likely to suffer significant deformation in Venus
atmosphere. For our survey, we used crater images produ
using Magellan’s synthetic aperture radar. Coordinates and
formation on each Venusian craters can be found on-line at
U.S. Geological Survey (Schaberet al. 1998) and at the Lunar
and Planetary Institute in Houston (R. Herrick, pers. comm
1998).

Unfortunately for our purposes, Magellan CD images ha
been mapped using a sinusoidal projection, which keeps a
true but distorts features far from the central meridian. Rem
ping all the images using a Mercator projection, which disto
areas but keeps shapes more-or-less true, was deemed too
intensive for available student work time. To make the proje
more manageable, we broke our survey into two parts.

For the first part, we measured the elongation of 854 si
soidally projected venusian craters, excluding those which w
either highly degraded or clearly produced by multiple impac
The smallest measured crater was 1.7 km, while the largest
268.7 km. Our goal was to filter out most of the circular or nea
circular craters from the database; we consider it unlikely t
many elongated craters distorted by a sinusoidal projection w
turned into nearly circular craters. Our results showed that 1
of the 854 (22%) sinusoidally projected craters had major-
minor axis ratios≥1.2. This fraction drops to 14% (43 of 303
for craters with diametersD≥ 20 km and then stays more-or
less constant for larger values ofD. We interpret this to mean

eld,
on-
that aerodynamic breakup does not affect the final crater shape
of mostD≥ 20 km craters.
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For the second part, we used Magellan image headers
IDL software to calculate true diameters for the sinusoida
projected elongated craters found in the first part. This step
time-consuming enough that we were only able to remeas
75 of the 185 craters described above. The measured 75 cr
hadD between 7.0 and 72.5 km. Of this set, we determined t
only 23 were actually elliptical (about 30%). The maximu
ellipticity of the 23 craters was 1.51.

The true diameter (TD) data can be used to scale results f
our sinusoidally projected (SP) crater data: (185 SP ellipti
craters/854 SP craters)× (23 TD craters/75 TD craters)= 6.6%
elongated craters over all sizes, while (43 SP elliptical crat
303 SP craters)× (23 TD craters/75 TD craters)= 4.4% elon-
gated craters forD> 20 km. The latter value is more appropria
for comparisons with the other terrestrial planet crater popu
tions, and we find it a good match with the∼5% elliptical crater
fraction found on Mars and the Moon.

Note that many of our craters had irregularly shaped eje
blankets, possibly, in some cases, similar to butterfly-sha
ejecta blankets on Mars. We hope to address this issue fu
in the future.

2.4. Summary of Crater Surveys

Mars, Venus, and the Moon all share roughly the same frac
of elliptical craters. This makes it unlikely that a unique pop
lation of low-angle impactors struck on Mars. It does sugge
however, that Mars’s surface or atmospheric properties ma
some unknown way, be enhancing or protecting its popula
of butterfly-shaped ejecta blankets. We speculate that the
cess might be related to a mechanism which produces the lo
appearance of most of the ejecta blankets on Mars. Further s
of this issue using laboratory impact experiments would be b
eficial.

Since crater surveys themselves cannot explain the differe
between the estimated elliptical crater populations and exp
mental predictions, we suggest that some other factor mus
responsible. In the next section we will explore whether d
from various laboratory impact experiments can explain the c
tradictory results.

3. A SIMPLE MODEL RELATING IMPACT
AND CRATER GEOMETRIES

In this section, we use experimental data to generate a ze
order model describing the formation of elliptical craters. We u
this procedure because existing documentation of the com
processes producing elliptical craters is mostly descriptive
does not readily lend itself to models. Accordingly, we sim
plify several real physical mechanisms while assuming that la
ratory-derived relationships between crater ellipticity and p
jectile impact angle are reasonable when scaled to plane
craters. Our empirical model, however, is based on and is c

sistent with all of the presently available laboratory work on t
topic.
RS, VENUS, AND THE MOON 113
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Our procedure is described below. In Section 3.1, we d
cuss how impact angle, target strength, and crater ellipti
are qualitatively related. In Section 3.2, we develop a sim
relationship between impact angle and crater ellipticity us
the latest experimental data. In Section 3.3, we estimate
size of crater made by a projectile hitting Mars, and, finally,
Section 3.4, we bring together our estimates and describe
results.

3.1. “Line Charges” and the Formation of Elliptical Craters

The first part of our simple model makes use of a semiqu
titative impact-explosion analogy (e.g., Melosh 1989) in whi
the projectile is treated as an explosive charge. An explos
digs a circular crater many times larger than the charge, wh
is often approximated as a point source.

To model the formation of an elongated crater, we envis
the oblique impact as a linear explosive charge which excav
an elongated trench. The ellipticityε of the trench is determined
by the length of the line charge (L) in relation to the size of the
final crater (Dc). In the limiting case whereL¿ Dc, the line
charge can be approximated as a point source producing a
circular crater withε→ 1. In the other extreme, whereL ≈ Dc,
(imagine the crater made by a 1-km-long, 1-cm-wide stick
dynamite),ε→∞.

To clarify this issue, we use the following thought expe
ment. Suppose a 10-m “bomb” were capable of making a cir
lar crater 100 m across. Reshaping the bomb into a line ch
10× 20 m with the same explosive power as before might ma
a crater 100× 110 m (ε= 1.1). Use of a stronger line charg
would decrease the crater’s ellipticity, since the charge wo
be more like a “point source” in relation to the crater siz
If the 10-m bomb now made a 200-m crater, a 10× 20-m
line charge would make a crater 200× 210 m (ε= 1.05). Con-
versely, a weaker line charge would increase the crater’s ell
city.

We extend this analogy to elongated impact craters by no
that in an oblique impact, the projectile’s “footprint” on the targ
surface is an ellipse with an axis ratio of 1/sinθ , whereθ is
the impact angle measured from horizontal. (This result follo
readily from geometry.) The fact that the ratio of crater diame
over projectile diameter decreases with shallower impact an
has been noted elsewhere as well (Schultz and Gault 19
Schultz 1990). Thus, if factors like crater depth can be ignor
the footprint of the elongated projectile is roughly analogous
a linear explosive charge. (We caution, however, that this mo
does not accurately treat downrange sibling craters made
spalled projectile fragments). This rule of thumb, together w
the idea that larger crater-to-projectile size ratios make ellipt
crater formation more difficult, will be used in the next secti
to interpret experimental data.

3.2. Experimental Data on Oblique Impacts
he The second part of our simple model draws upon measure-
ments of experimental oblique impact craters drawn from the
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FIG. 7. Crater ellipticity vs impact angle, plotted for the laboratory im
pact experiments of GW78 (open squares) and C93 (solid circles). GW78
aluminum and pyrex spheres into sand targets at 6.4 km s−1, while C93 fired
aluminum spheres into aluminum targets at 6.5–7.0 km s−1. A log–log plot is
used to display power-law slopes.

literature. GW78 and C93 fired projectiles into sand (GW78) a
aluminum (C93) targets at various angles. The results (crate
lipticity as a function of impact angle) are summarized in Fig
As expected, craters are circular at steep impact angles an
come increasingly elongated at shallow angles. Within un
tainty (which is large because GW78 only have two data po
with ε >1.0), the dependence of ellipticity on impact angle f
elliptical craters follows the same∼θ−1 power law in both stud-
ies. There is, however, a significant difference in the thresh
angle for producing markedly elliptical craters: 4.75◦ for GW78
versus 25◦ for C93. This mismatch reveals that the threshold
gle varies dramatically if the conditions of impact are chang
and calls into question the assumption that centimeter-scale
oratory sand targets are an adequate analog for kilometer-
planetary surfaces.

We now return to the impact–explosion analogy which,
noted above, suggests that crater ellipticity depends on the cr
to-projectile diameter ratioDc/Dp. C93 report that, for vertica
impacts of aluminum projectiles into aluminum targets at
to 7.0 km s−1, the crater diameter is∼4.7 times the projectile
diameter. Gaultet al.(1974) show a ratio of∼61 for the vertical
impact of an aluminum projectile onto sand at the 6.4 km−1

speed used by GW78 for their threshold elliptical crater. Cra
in sand are thus more than an order of magnitude larger
craters in aluminum caused by identical impactors, as expe

given the difference in strength between the two target mat
als. If our line-charge model is correct, much shallower imp
ET AL.
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angles (corresponding to much more elongated projectile fo
prints) are needed to produce distorted craters in sand tha
aluminum.

Next, we use the dependence of the elliptical crater thresh
angle on the vertical impact crater-to-projectile diameter ratio
estimate the threshold angleθET (elliptical threshold) for Mars.
To do so, we first fit a power-law to the two available pairs
data for crater-to-projectile diameter ratio and threshold an
for elliptical crater production: (4.7, 25◦) from C93 and (61,
4.75◦) from Gaultet al.(1974) and GW78. This technique is use
with some trepidation, since planetary surfaces are most lik
neither sand nor aluminum, but it must suffice in the absen
of additional appropriate data or theoretical underpinning. T
result is:

θEt = 68.1◦
(

Dc

Dp

)−0.648

. (1)

Some caveats should be mentioned. The use of three-figure a
racy in Eq. (1) is not warranted, but these are the values we u
for later calculations. We also caution that planetary topograp
will add additional uncertainty to this threshold value (Schul
1990). This model also ignores material properties and abso
variables like density contrast and velocity into theDc/Dp ra-
tio. Thus, Eq. (1) is certainly a simplification, but it matches a
available observations.

3.3. Crater Sizes: Estimates from Scaling Laws

To getθET from Eq. (1), we first must estimateDc/Dp. Crater
diameter (Dc), however, depends on many factors: projectile d
ameter, target strength, projectile and target densities, imp
velocity, and target gravity (Melosh 1989). High-velocity labo
ratory shot experiments are often used to estimateDc/Dp, since
impact geometry as well as target and projectile properties can
controlled. Scaling laws derived from these experiments allo
for interpretation of the crater records of planetary surfaces.

Currently, pi-group scaling laws yield the best fit relationsh
between laboratory impact experiments and hydrocode calcu
tions (e.g., Holsapple and Schmidt 1982, summary in Melo
1989). This technique combines the physically relevant para
eters in an impact-crater event, such as transient crater diam
Dat, impact velocityV , target and projectile densitiesρt andρp,
target strengthY, planetary gravityg, and projectile massM into
a number of dimensionless ratios which can be measured ex
imentally. The functional dependence of these values can t
be determined by keeping all but the parameters of interest c
stant. Pi-group scaling has successfully been used to comp
craters with similar dimensionless parameters, even though
impact events themselves had differing velocities, sizes, gra
tational accelerations, and target strengths.
eri-
act

This procedure is simplified considerably if one assumes that
the target and projectile densities are the same, the projectile is
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spherical, and the craters are formed in the gravity regime.
transient crater diameter (before post-impact modifications
place) can then be estimated from

πD = CDπ
−β
2 , (2)

with

πD = Dat

(
ρt

M

)
(3)

and

π2 = 1.61gdp

V2
. (4)

Here,dp is the diameter of the projectile, whileCD andβ are
experimentally determined constants, which, for a target of c
petent rock or saturated soil, are 1.6 and 0.22, respectively
substituting into Eq. (2) and reorganizing, the transient cra
diameter relation (Dat) is

Dat =
(

M

ρt

)1/3(1.61gdp

V2

)−β
. (5)

This equation is appropriate for impactors striking perpendicu
to the surface. Final rim-to-rim crater sizes are∼25% larger than
the transient crater diameter (Melosh 1989), so our final cr
sizeDc is

Dc = 1.25

(
M

ρt

)1/3(1.61gdp

V2

)−β
. (6)

3.4. Estimating Threshold Angles for Elliptical
Crater Formation

Using Eq. (6), one can determineDc/Dp for asteroids hitting
competent rock (or saturated soil) on Venus, Mars, and the M
We estimate that a 1-km asteroid, with a density of 2500 kg m−3,
striking at a vertical impact velocity of 19, 12, and 13 km s−1,
respectively (the expected average impact velocity of aster
crossing the orbit of Venus, Mars, and the Moon, as determ
by Bottkeet al. (1994)), should create a crater roughly 15, 1
and 19 km across, respectively. InsertingDc/Dp into Eq. (1),
we find thatθET for Venus, Mars, and the Moon is 12◦, 12◦, and
10◦, respectively. Assuming the usual sin2θ probability distri-
bution for random impact angles, we predict that between 3
5% of craters on these planets should be markedly elong
(ε≥ 1.1).

The above result compares favorably with the∼4–5% el-

liptical craters found in the various surveys described in t
paper, but contrasts strongly with the 0.7% value derived so
RS, VENUS, AND THE MOON 115
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from the GW78 data. Thus, our analysis suggests that the
no overabundance of elliptical craters on any of the terres
planets.

As a related aside, we mention that increasing the proje
size decreases the ratioDc/Dp. For example, a 5-km asteroi
striking Mars has aDc/Dp ratio near 10. This change increas
θET to ∼15◦, enough to suggest that large impactors may h
larger ellipticities. Though Fig. 5 suffers from small numb
statistics near 50 km, such large craters do appear to be
elongated than smaller ones.

4. A TEST OF THE SPIRALING MOONLET HYPOTHESIS

Finally, we address SL82’s proposal that small moons orbi
in Mars’s equatorial plane could have spiraled inward and str
at oblique angles, thereby causing an excess of elliptical cra
If true, Phobos and Deimos are the last survivors of a popula
of satellites which evolved inward by tidal drag until reac
ing the martian atmosphere. Support for this scenario co
from Phobos itself, which is tidally decaying rapidly enou
that it will collide with Mars within the next 40 Myr (Burns
1992).

We tested the spiraling moonlet scenario as follows. Pres
ably, tidal forces over long time scales (∼105–106 years) drag
Phobos-like moonlets into Mars’s atmosphere. At that po
aerodynamic drag becomes the dominant evolution mechan
causing them to spiral inward quickly (hours to days, depe
ing on the atmospheric density) until they hit the surface. La
moonlets, which are less susceptible to aerodynamic drag
small ones, should strike at shallower angles. Thus, a correla
between crater size and ellipticity should be evident in the re
tant crater population, provided that Mars’s atmospheric den
was large enough to substantially modify the impact trajecto
of the moonlets.

By numerically modeling the evolution of spiraling moonle
we attempted to quantify this prediction. Our procedure c
sisted of three steps. First, we tracked the orbital evolution
impact trajectories of various sized moonlets in Mars’s early
mosphere (Section 4.1). Next, we related the moonlet’s imp
angle to crater ellipticity using pi-group scaling theory and
model relating impact angle to crater shape (Section 4.2).
nally, we estimated the minor diameter of each crater (Dmin)
using experimental data so we could compare our model re
to the survey results (Section 4.3).

4.1. Modeling the Orbital Decay and Impact
of Spiraling Moonlets

4.1.1. Equations of motion for atmospheric entry.To track
the orbital decay and impact trajectories of moonlets of vari
sizes entering Mars’s early atmosphere, we integrated the e
his
lely
tions of motion for atmosphere flight (e.g., Passey and Melosh
1980, Love and Brownlee 1991). We briefly review them here.
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Upon entering an atmosphere, air molecules strike a proje
(assumed to be spherical), slowing it down and heating it w
gravity reorients its trajectory toward the planetary surface
bow shock forms in front of the projectile. The gas press
there is

P ∼ ρatmv
2, (7)

whereρatm is the density of the atmosphere andv is the velocity
of the projectile (Melosh 1989). The pressure behind the pro
tile is negligible. The drag force on the projectile can be writ
as

Fdrag= PA = −CdragρatmAv2v̂, (8)

where A is the cross-sectional area of the projectile. The m
mentum change in a small time stepdt is equal to the mass
encountered times the relative velocity, plus a gravitatio
term,

dp = (mg− CdragρatmAv2v̂
)
, (9)

whereCdrag is a drag coefficient. Cited values forCdrag range
from ∼1.7 for a cylinder to 0.5 for a sphere (Hoerner 196
We split the difference and chooseCdrag= 1 for our moonlets is
limited by uncertainty inCdrag. Expressing Eq. (9) in terms o
v, we get

dv =
(

g− 0.75
ρatmv

2

ρpr
v̂

)
dt, (10)

where the spherical projectile’s radiusr and densityρp are now
shown.

4.1.2. A simple early martian atmosphere.SL82 grouped
their “elliptical-plus” craters in term of preservation state of t
ejecta, which they took to be diagnostic of crater age. The
and “5” craters in their Appendix A, generally the craters w
diameter>20 km, were considered to be the oldest. If this
of elliptical craters is more than 3.8 Gyr old, as is sugges
by SL82, it is probable they were formed when Mars still h
a thick, dense atmosphere (Owen 1992). To model this e
atmosphere in our simulation, we assumed (i) it was prima
composed of CO2, like the current atmosphere, and (ii) that t
surface pressure and temperature were high enough to m
tain liquid water on the surface (∼1 bar and 273 K, respectively
Fanaleet al.1992). Using these values, we estimated that an e
martian atmosphere would have had a scale heightH = 13.8 km
and a surface atmospheric densityρatm= 2.1 kg m−3. The den-
sity of the martian atmosphere at different altitudes is

ρ(z) = ρatme−(z/H ), (11)

where z is the height above sthe surface (Chamberlain

Hunten 1987). Equation (11) can be used in Eq. (10) to obt
the drag force on the projectile.
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Table I
Results for “Spiraling Moonlet” Model

Dmoonlet θ Dca θETb Dmind

(km) (◦) (km) (◦) εc (km)

0.2 10.4 2.46 14.2 1.6 1.83
0.5 6.9 5.03 16.1 2.8 2.65
1 5.2 8.64 17.7 4.1 3.58
2 4.0 14.8 19.5 5.8 4.95
5 2.8 30.3 22.1 9.5 7.44

10 2.2 52.0 24.3 13.2 10.4
20 1.7 89.3 26.8 18.9 (14.3)
50 1.2 183 30.4 30.4 (21.7)

a From Eq. (6). Crater diameters for vertical impact at 3.5 km s−1, used for
calculatingθET.

b From Eq. (1).
c From Eq. (12).
d From Eq. (13). The two values in parentheses correspond to crater diam

less than the projectile diameter, indicating that Eq. (13) is no longer a v
approximation.

4.1.3. Impact angles for spiraling moonlets.To track their
orbital decay of each moonlet, we integrated Eq. (10) us
a fourth-order Runge–Kutta numerical integrator (Presset al.
1989). The flight of the projectile in our code was two-dime
sional to account for the curvature of Mars and its atmosph
Each moonlet was given a density of 2500 kg m−3 and a size
between 200 m and 50 km. We started them on circular or
100 km above the surface, presumably where atmospheric
takes over from tidal drag, and followed them until they cross
Mars’s surface, where impact angles were computed. We ch
an integration time step of 10 s. Smaller time steps did not cha
the final results.

Our results show, as expected, an inverse correlation of
pact angle (measured from the horizontal) with projectile s
(Table I). This relationship is readily understood by consider
the bodies’ ballistic coefficients: larger moonlets (with a grea
ratio of mass to cross-sectional area) are less deflected from
original paths by air drag than are smaller ones. Comparable
lationships are expected for different model atmospheres
projectile properties.

4.2. Relating Impact Angle to Crater Ellipticity

We now find a relationship between impact angle (θ ) and
crater ellipticity (ε). The process is not straightforward. Ea
moonlet in Table I hit Mars with a differentθ and impact veloc-
ity, complicating comparisons with (i) laboratory data, whi
used a nearly constant impact velocity near 6.5 km s−1, and
(ii) θET, which usesDc/Dp values calculated for vertical im
pacts. To begin the calculation, we found crater sizes for p
jectiles hitting Mars at a vertical impact velocity of 3.5 km
ains−1, the approximate speed of an orbiting moonlet hitting
Mars.
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Using Eq. (6), we calculated crater sizes for each projec
size (Table I, third column). The ratio of the third and fir
columns yieldedDc/Dp, which we used with Eq. (1) to ge
θET (Table I, fourth column). Crater ellipticityε was then de-
rived from the actual impact angle (θ ) using relationships anal
ogous to the ones illustrated in Fig. 7, but adjusted for the
ferent θET for typical Mars impacts. Recall that Fig. 7 show
that the GW78 and C93 data sets have power-law slopes
−1 whenε >1.0. Expressing that relation in equation form
we got

ε = max

{
1.2

(
θEt

θ

)
, 1.0

}
. (12)

The results of Eq. (12) for impacts on Mars are listed in the fi
column of Table I. The uncertainty in the numbers was estima
from Fig. 7 at∼20%.

4.3. Finding Crater Widths

To compare these ellipticity results with the survey data,
had to estimate the minor diameter of each crater (Dmin). Thus,
a relationship between impact angle and crater geometry
needed. The best available data set for doing so is that of C
we use it despite the possibility that such experimental data m
not be applicable for kilometer-scale craters on Mars. We m
mized the effects of size and materials, however, by examin

FIG. 8. The minimum diameter, or width, of each crater from C93 is sca
by the projectile’s diameter and plotted against the crater’s ellipticityε. The

solid curve was found using a least squares fit method. It has the functional f
y= 4.11x−0.625.
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FIG. 9. The results from the martian “spiraling moonlet” orbital deca
hypothesis (Table I, open squares) are plotted against the 43 oldest Likely
Possible craters from Schultz and Lutz-Garihan (1982) (i.e., their “4” and
craters). The mismatch between the model results and the data is appa
suggesting that few elliptical craters on Mars were produced by this mechan

only relative geometrical parameters and avoiding direct re
ence to the kinetic and material properties of the projectile a
target.

Figure 7 shows that ellipticity increases with decreasing i
pact angle. So, by taking the C93 crater widths, scaling th
by the projectile diameter, and plotting them against elliptici
we found that major diameter grows and minor diameter shrin
with decreasing impact angle, if all else is equal (Fig. 8). Usi
a least squares fit, the C93 data exhibited the following geom
rical relationship:

Dmin = Cε−0.625, (13)

whereC is a constant (4.11 for the C93 data) and all other p
rameters are held constant. Note that this relationship does
include the effect of local and regional slopes which can
fect the impact angle. Since the global average regional sl
on all surfaces is zero, however, we expect that slope ef
would only introduce some additional scatter to the plott
points.

Equation (13) matches the C93 data within 5% ifC is set
equal to the diameter of the crater resulting from a vertical i
pact at the same speed (Table I, third column). By apply
this equation to martian craters, we are assuming that the g
metrical interrelationships of all elliptical craters are the sam
ormeven though different impact angles make craters of the same
ellipticity when particular circumstances are applied. Using the
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appropriate values from Table I, we use Eq. (13) to yieldDmin

(Table I, sixth column). The last two values of that column (co
responding to ellipticity values much larger than the maximu
observed) are smaller than the projectile diameter and are p
ably not meaningful. We estimate a∼50% upper limit of the
uncertainty in each column.

The points defined by the leftmost two columns of Table I a
plotted in Fig. 9 along with the 43 oldest Likely and Possib
craters (“4” and “5” craters from SL82’s Appendix A). Note tha
this plot also includes craters with minimum diameters≤5 km
that were Omitted in Appendix A. Figure 9 shows that ou
comes of the spiraling moonlet scenario does not match obse
tions.

Using this model with Mars’s current low-density atmosphe
is also revealing. Our model suggests that large and small mo
lets alike should strike Mars at impact angles less than 1◦ from
the horizontal. Based on the results from Table I, this sho
create a population of extraordinarily elliptical craters. Such
population is not observed. Thus, while we do not rule out
possibility that a few singular events such as this have occur
we believe that spiraling moonlets did not produce a signific
fraction of elliptical craters on Mars.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Our study found that despite differences between catalo
elliptical craters lists, the total number of elongated craters r
resent approximately 5% of the martian crater population, wh
is reasonably close to the abundance measurements of pre
studies. This fraction matches comparable values obtained
the Moon and Venus.

Interpolating between impact experiment data produced
sand and aluminum, we derived new elliptical crater thresh
angles for Venus, Mars, and the Moon. Our results suggest
θET≤ 12◦ rather than≤4.75◦ (GW78) provides a better match t
observations within uncertainty given a randomly flying proje
tile population. Our new value forθET yields an expected elon
gated crater abundance of 4%, which is close to the obse
value.

Tests of the spiraling moonlet hypothesis, an alternative w
to make elliptical craters, show a strong correlation betwe
minimum size and ellipticity which is not seen in the olde
crater data. Thus, we believe that this additional mechan
is unnecessary, though we do not rule out the possibility t
a small fraction of the martian elliptical crater population w
made this way.

APPENDIX A

For reference, we include our martian elliptical crater survey data deri
from SL82 and B88. These craters were designated Likely, Possible, and
likely according to the criteria described in Section 2.1. The table also inclu
each crater’s index number (according to the SL82 or B88 surveys), latitu

longitude, minimum and maximum diameter, and ellipticityε. “B” stands for
B88, while “S” stands for SL82.
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Martian Elliptical Crater Data
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